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ABSTRACT The string (STR) with various geometrical profiles in 3-D NAND flash cause the degradation
of program efficiency. This is because the program speed differences among WL layers within the STR
are caused by the geometrical properties observed through measurement results. In this work, we propose
the method to reduce the program speed differences based on a word-line (WL) grouping in terms of
threshold voltage (Vth) distribution to compensate for the program start voltage (Vstart). To address various
geometrical profiles, we consider a flexible compensation method through �Peak_Vth, i.e., the net amount
of movement from the erase to the program state. �Peak_Vth according to WL layers clearly distinguished
the geometrical properties among WL layers, and through this, the linearity of �Peak_Vth is frequently
observed for specific WL layer intervals with taper profile. Utilizing this linearity, we conducted the WL
grouping and successfully demonstrated Vstart compensation by applying the proposed method to each
WL group through the measurement of a commercial 3-D NAND package. Moreover, the reduced WL
grouping method is also contrived to relax circuit design complications and evaluated the usefulness of
the proposed method.

INDEX TERMS 3-D NAND flash, critical dimension (CD), geometrical property, threshold voltage (Vth)
distribution, word line (WL) grouping, start bias (Vstart), program speed.

I. INTRODUCTION
Owing to the limitations associated with structural scal-
ing down in 2-D planar NAND flash memory, 3-D
NAND flash memory with a vertical hole has been
developed [1], [2]. Specifically, word-line (WL) stacking
technology has emerged as a key process for high-capacity
implementation [3], [4]. However, the process difficulty
increases as more WLs are stacked. Accordingly, the
possibility of forming a non-uniform cell profile, such as
a tapered cell or bowed cell, increases [5], [6]. Because
of the non-uniformity of these geometric profiles in the
string (STR), the critical dimension (CD) of each cell is
different, causing capacitance variation not only WL to WL,
as well as but also WL to channel [7], [8]. This, in turn,

gives rise to the program speed differences among cells
within STR, ultimately leading to WL loading variation
in reaching the target program voltage during the same
program time [8], [9]. Fig. 1(a) conceptually illustrates the
geometric profile of the STR in 3-D NAND Flash memory
in terms of threshold voltage (Vth) distribution. In order
to check these geometrical properties, the program speed
was measured in terms of the peak of Vth distribution
(Peak_Vth) which represents the most cells are located. The
program start voltage (Vstart), which is the first pulse of the
incremental step pulse program (ISPP), was applied at the
same magnitude in the STR after the block deep erase. As a
result, Fig. 1(b) shows that the peak of the program Vth dis-
tribution (Peak_Vth,P) points are inconsistent, which means
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FIGURE 1. (a) Conceptual illustration with geometric properties of the STR
in 3-D NAND Flash memory. (b) Measurement result of the program speed
for each WL layer.

there are the program speed differences among WL layers
in the STR. This signifies that WL loading variation cause
Peak_Vth,P to deviate from the target Peak_Vth,P, as shown
in Fig. 1(a). Furthermore, the relatively small Peak_Vth,P
point requires extra ISPP to pass through the program verify
(PV) level. As this extra ISPP increases, both program time
and energy consumption keep increasing [10], [11]. As a
result, the program performance is degraded. In order to
improve program performance, the development of a method
to compensate for the program speed differences among
WL layers is imperative. In previous research, Kang et al.
introduced a variable-pulse scheme to cope with WL loading
variation by controlling program pulse duration [8]. While
certainly a commendable approach, for STRs with various
geometrical properties, this strategy could lead to an overall
increase in program time, thus potentially degrading program
efficiency. Furthermore, while presenting a methodology to
improve WL loading variation among WL layers, it did
not exhibit actual improved outcomes. Hence, we propose
an alternative method to improve WL loading variation by
controlling program pulse amplitude instead of its duration.
This approach is designed to address the RC delay challenge
and subsequently mitigates the program speed differences
among WL layers. Additionally, to make it adaptable to
various geometrical profiles, we introduce WL grouping
methodology. Based on this methodology, we successfully
compensated for the program speed differences among WL
layers within WL group. Consequently, we present the
measurement results after applying the proposed method.

II. GROUPING METHODOLOGY AND START BIAS
COMPENSATION METHOD
A. WL GROUPING METHODOLOGY
Within a single Die, non-uniformity of the CD is caused by
the process variation [12]. Thus, various geometrical profiles
exist between the block (BLO)s within plane (PLA)s that
comprise the die [13]. To overcome these challenges, we
have developed a flexible compensation method applicable
to various geometrical profiles. Therefore, we need to
accurately identify the geometrical properties in the STR. As
shown in Fig. 1(b), it is possible to confirm the differences in
program speed among WL layers, but it is difficult to identify
clear geometrical properties. The program speed is physically

FIGURE 2. (a) The relation between Peak_Vth,p and Right_Vth,p for each
WL layer at relatively low program voltage. (b) The flexible measurement
method of the net movement reflecting the geometrical properties.

dependent on RC delay and electric field concentration
caused by the CD variation [9], [14], [15]. This implies
the net movement, induced by applying the single program
pulse with the same magnitude to all WL layers reflects
the geometrical properties of the corresponding WL layer.
Consequently, the amount of the net movement from the
erase state to the program state can reflect the geometrical
properties. We utilize Peak_Vth as the reference point to
measure the amount of the net movement because a page unit
consists of cells from different STRs within the same WL
layer [16]. Thus, Peak_Vth reflects the average geometrical
properties of the different STRs within the page. Moreover, it
is appropriate to regard the program speed of Vth distribution
as the average program speed of the most numerous cells
within it. However, in practice, in the case of multi-level
cells, Vstart needs to be determined based on the right
tail (Right_Vth,P) to prevent the overshoot problem of fast
cells. Fig. 2(a) shows the trend between Peak_Vth,P and
Right_Vth,P for each WL layer at relatively low program
voltage, such as Vstart. This indicates no problem in
defining the Vstart based on Peak_Vth,P. Measurements were
conducted following the approach in Fig. 2(b) to consider
the initial erase state reflecting various geometrical profiles.
Particularly, Peak_Vth,P of each WL layer in the STR was
aligned as closely as possible to the same PV level before
the soft erase in order to focus on feasible geometrical
properties [16], [17]. For analyzing the amount of the net
movement in terms of Peak_Vth, Eq. (1) was used to
calculate �Peak_Vth, which is the net travel amount from the
peak of the erase Vth distribution (Peak_Vth,E) to Peak_Vth,P.
For all WL layers, Peak_Vth,E was measured after soft erase,
and then, Peak_Vth,P was measured after the single Vstart
program with the same magnitude.

�Peak_Vth = Peak_Vth,P − Peak_Vth,E (1)

Fig. 3(a) shows the physical organization of the 3-D
NAND Flash memory measured in this paper. Fig. 3(b)
shows �Peak_Vth according to the WL layers of the inner
STR that is located far away from the slit in BLO-A, which is
any BLO. Considering the program speed variation caused by
the geometrical properties, it is expected that an increase in
�Peak_Vth from the top WL to the bottom WL layer would
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FIGURE 3. (a) Physical organization of 3-D NAND flash memory.
(b) �Peak_Vth of each WL layer in the inner STR of BLO A when Vstart with
the same magnitude is applied to all WL layers. (c) Measured Vth
distribution reflecting geometrical properties at WL I, II, and III layers.
(d) Data proving the generality of �Peak_Vth through the STR of different
BLOs in other PLAs.

result from the STR having a tapered profile with a relatively
thin CD. Meanwhile, a decrease in �Peak_Vth would result
from the STR having a bowed profile with a relatively
thick CD. To confirm the geometrical properties predicted
in Fig. 3(b), the program speeds for the WL I, II, and III
layers located near bow property were measured. Then, the
Peak_Vth,E points for the WL I, II, and III layers were
aligned by regulating the erase voltage, thereby minimizing
the initial state variation, as shown in Fig. 3(c). As a result,
Peak_Vth,P at the WL II layer with a bowed profile shows
less movement than Peak_Vth,P at the WL I and III layers
with a tapered profile. It is confirmed that �Peak_Vth reflects
the geometrical properties of the STR well. The trend of
�Peak_Vth also shows the same linear tendency at the outer
STR located close to the slit in BLO-A as well as the inner
STR of BLOs in the same and different PLAs, as shown in
Fig. 3(d). It is predicted that there will be linearity because
the CD reduction by the non-ideal etching profile appears in
a linear form. To compensate for this geometrical property,
the program speed differences among WL layers should be
reduced, which can be achieved by adjusting the linearly
increased �Peak_Vth to the same amount. Therefore, we
decided on a linear interval where the STR has a tapered
profile as the criterion for the WL group to compensate for
the program speed.

B. PROGRAM SPEED COMPENSATION METHOD AMONG
WL LAYERS
The linearly increased �Peak_Vth can be adjusted to the
same amount by reducing the program speed differences
among WL layers. So, we controlled the program pulse
amplitude by linearly reducing Vstart from the top WL to
the bottom WL layer within the group at the same program

FIGURE 4. Total of seven WL groups based on the linear interval in
Fig. 2 (b).

duration. The linearly controlled Vstart was calculated for
each WL group through a linear equation, and the slope
(= S) of the linear equation was calculated using Eq. (2).

SStart−WL = Vstart,f − Vstart,i
f − i

= γ × S�Peak−WL
S�Peak−Start

(2)

where the constants i, f are WL layer numbers that respec-
tively correspond to the first and last numbers within the
group. In Eq. (2), the relationship of Vstart according to
the WL layer is derived into three variables based on the
chain rule. The variables S�Peak−WL, S�Peak−Start, and γ are
respectively

S�Peak−WL = �Peak_VWLth,f − �Peak_VWLth,i

f − i
(3)

S�Peak−Start = �Peak_VStartth,f − �Peak_VStartth,i

Vstart,f − Vstart,i
(4)

γ = �Peak_VStartth,f − �Peak_VStartth,i

�Peak_VWLth,f − �Peak_VWLth,i

(5)

where �Peak_VWLth and �Peak_VStartth refer to �Peak_Vth
according to the WL layer and Vstart in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5(a),
respectively. Fig. 4 shows the total of seven WL groups
based on the linear intervals. Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) exhibit
consistent linearity both within each WL layer and between
WL layers in group 5 within the range of Vstart being
regulated. This regulated Vstart is a single program pulse
increased by the minimum voltage (Vmin), representing the
lowest voltage resolution that is measurable range using our
equipment. Moreover, the linearity of group 5, as presented
in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b), also shows the same tendency in
other groups (see the Appendix). Given the linearity observed
in the measurement data from Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, S�Peak−WL,
S�Peak−Start, and γ can be determined through linear fitting.
Here, S�Peak−Start is calculated as the average value of the
linear fitting slope for each WL layer, as shown in Fig. 5(a).
Similarly, γ is also calculated as the average value of the
linear fitting slope between WL layers in Fig. 5(b). Through
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FIGURE 5. (a) Linearity of each WL layer in group 5. (b) Linearity between
WL layers in group 5 according to increasing Vstart.

this procedure, we obtain SStart−WL for each group, and then
calculate the corresponding Vstart for each WL layer.

III. MEASUREMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
As shown in Fig. 6, �Peak_Vth compensated for the
taper property was measured by applying the linear Vstart
calculated based on Eq. (2). Fig. 6(a) shows that �Peak_Vth
points tend to converge to a similar amount for each WL
group. However, �Peak_Vth points do not converge com-
pletely in the same amount due to the approximately applied
Vstart by the limitation in resolution of our measurement
equipment. It implys the measurement equipment with lower
resolution can apply more detailed Vstart, enabling a more
completely convergence in the same amount. Therefore,
the proposed linear Vstart calculated based on Eq. (2) can
sufficiently compensated for the taper property in each WL
group. With this compensation of �Peak_Vth, as shown
in Fig. 6(b), Peak_Vth,P points of each WL layer are well
gathered within the margin with a range of ±Vmin away from
the target Peak_Vth,P. This means that, since the program
step voltage is larger than Vmin, Peak_Vth,P points within
the margin can be sufficiently compensated for. To confirm
the generality of Eq. (2), a measurement was conducted
on the STR of BLOs in the same and different PLAs
by applying the linear Vstart. As a result, Fig. 6(c) shows
that the taper property for each WL group in Fig. 3(d)
is also compensated for with the same tendency, thus
resulting in Peak_Vth,P points being well gathered into the
margin, as shown in Fig. 6(d). However, the effectiveness
of our method in controlling Vstart for each group must be
validated through Right_Vth,P grouping result as presented
in Fig. 7(a). In Fig. 7(a), it is evident that Right_Vth,P points
are well gathered within the margin, thereby affirming the
validity of our approach in compensating for the program
speed differences among WL layers through �Peak_Vth
compensation. Nevertheless, in specific WL layers, there
are points for both Peak_Vth,P and Right_Vth,P that fail
to gather within the margin. This result is attributed to a
significant mismatch in Peak_Vth,E within a particular WL
group, as erase WL grouping was not applied [18]. Since the
focus of this paper is on program WL grouping, this work
was conducted based on the situation in which erase WL
grouping was excluded. But, in practice, both WL groupings

FIGURE 6. (a) �Peak_Vth of each WL group compensated for geometrical
property. (b) Peak_Vth.P gathered at the target Peak_Vth,P by the linear
Vstart. (c), (d) Data proving the generality of compensation for geometrical
property of each WL group and linear Vstart.

FIGURE 7. (a) Verification of Right_Vth,P grouping through �Peak_Vth
compensation. (b) Complete gathering of Peak_Vth,P by compensating
initial bow property.

are applied. Therefore, in order to demonstrate the result of
applying our program grouping method after erase grouping,
we compensated for significant mismatched Peak_Vth,E
among WL layers in Fig. 6(d). As a result, Fig. 7(b) shows
that Peak_Vth,P points are completely gathered in the margin.
And we confirmed that Right_Vth,P points also showed the
same result. This indicates that utilizing our program WL
grouping method after erase WL grouping can lead to a more
efficient compensation of Peak_Vth,P with the expectation
that the differences in Peak_Vth,P among WL layers within
the margin will further decrease. Further the development
of erase WL grouping method which reflects erase physics
for geometrical properties will be carried out in the
future.

IV. REDUCED GROUPING METHODOLOGY AND
MEASUREMENT RESULTS
As the number of WL groups increases, a problem arises in
that the circuit design becomes complicated. Therefore, we
considered a method for reducing the number of the WL
groups as shown in Fig. 8 by merging between neighboring
WL groups. The reduced group 1 consists of group 4
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FIGURE 8. Reduced WL grouping between neighboring WL groups.
Reduced group 1 (Group 4 + Group 5) has a small bow property and
reduced group 2 (Group 6 + Group 7) has a large bow property.

FIGURE 9. Comparison of compensation of geometrical properties for two
reduced groups in terms of (a), (b) small bow property and (c), (d) large
bow property between neighboring WL groups. And compensated groups
are results of detailed WL grouping, as depicted in Fig. 6.

and 5. Similarly, the reduced group 2 consists of group 6
and 7. The linear Vstart calculated based on Eq. (2) regarding
the two reduced WL groups was applied to each reduced
WL group. As a result, in Fig. 9(a), the reduced group 1
shows effective convergence between compensated group 4
and 5, as depicted in Fig. 6(a). Consequently, most of
Peak_Vth,P points are well gathered into the margin. In
contrast, Fig. 9(c) illustrates that the reduced group 2 do
not converge as effectively as the reduced group 1, and
as shown in Fig. 9(d), most of Peak_Vth,P points are not
gathered into the margin. This indicates the limitation of
the linear approximation in addressing the large degree of
bowing between neighboring WL groups. In other words,
when the degree of bowing between the adjacent WL groups
is small, it is possible to apply a reduced WL grouping
as shown in Fig. 9(b). However, there is a trade-off that

FIGURE 10. (a) Linearity of each WL layer in group 2. (b) Linearity between
WL layers in group 2. (c) Linearity of each WL layer in group 6. (d) Linearity
between WL layers in group 6. (e) Linearity of each WL layer in group 7.
(f) Linearity between WL layers in group 7 according to increasing Vstart.

gathers less at the target Peak_Vth,P than the detailed WL
grouping such as groups 4,5, and 6,7. Therefore, it is crucial
to determine the degree of bowing to which the reduced
WL grouping is applicable, considering the acceptable trade-
off. Taking this consideration into account, when applying
the reduced WL grouping in Fig. 4, it is possible to reduce
the number of WL groups from 7 to a minimum of 6
and a maximum of 4 groups. Thus, the reduced WL
grouping is advantageous in its flexibility to enable selective
merging of neighboring groups according to the acceptable
trade-off.

V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed the method to compensate the geomet-
rical properties by reducing the program speed differences
among WL layers through controlling program voltage. To
develop the flexible method capable of considering the vari-
ous geometrical profiles of the STRs, we utilized �Peak_Vth.
�Peak_Vth clearly distinguished the geometrical properties
of each WL layer within the STR and exhibit frequently
the linearity attributed to taper property according to WL
layers. After conducting the WL grouping based on these
linear intervals, we successfully compensated for the taper
property of �Peak_Vth through our linear Vstart equation.
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Through the compensation of �Peak_Vth, we observed that
most of Peak_Vth,p points gathered within the margin. This
mean that our proposed method is valid to controlling Vstart
in response to each WL layer, as Peak_Vth,p and Right_Vth,P
show the same tendency according to the WL layer within
Vstart range. Moreover, to solve the problem in which the
circuit design is complicated by the number of WL groups,
the reduced WL grouping method was contrived. As a result,
when the degree of bowing between neighboring WL groups
is sufficiently small, then the reduced WL grouping will
be applicable. Although a trade-off that gathers less at the
target Peak_Vth,P occurs, it is possible to selectively apply
the reduced WL grouping according to acceptable trade-off.
Through this flexibility, the reduced WL grouping method
can alleviate the circuit complexity. Finally, the WL grouping
method proposed in this paper reflects program physics for
geometrical properties. Therefore, the flexibility applicable
to various geometrical profiles of STRs will play a very
important role in efficient WL grouping.

APPENDIX
See the Fig. 10.
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